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Sons of the Desert,  

At the time of this writing this summer’s convention is still on and can be found at https://2020lhconvention.com/. 

From Gary Logsted: “Brothers, fellow Sons of the Desert: I am thrilled to announce that the Albuquerque Busy Bodies 

tent (Oasis 29) is planning to present a bid for our 2022 convention at this year’s June gathering. I do believe New 

Mexico would prove an interesting and fun place to hold the event, and I hope to garner your support.” 

A special tip of the derby goes to Dean Cartier and his 30 YEARS as our East correspondent. See his last column and 

Going Bye-Bye! report in Tent News. Please welcome Henry “Butch” Sorenson as the new Eastern reporter. 

 The color escutcheon on the cover is not only to dress up this mess, but also to accompany Tracy’s article on pages 3-

5. (Word to the Sons, this fun logo was designed by Al Kilgore and should always include his name and be used by bo-

na fide member tents not for profit - not always the case - as it is copyrighted.) Also pictured are (from top) Payne 

Johnson at a recent Way Our West meeting, Stan when playing in Akron in 1920 and Orson Bean.  

 

In Memoriam 

The Sons of the Desert lost the 

last of its founding members 

when Orson Bean was tragically 

struck by a car on 7 February 

2020. His amazing entertainment 

career spanned seven decades. 

Born Dallas Fredrick Burrows in 

Burlington, VT, after a stint in the 

U.S. Army in post-War Japan, he 

created a nightclub routine, then 

entered television in the early 1950’s, moved into legitimate theatre (he had been blacklisted during the McCar-

thy era from Hollywood productions for a few years), and then played many roles in film and television. He is 

remembered for movie roles like the psychiatrist in “Anatomy of a Murder,” appearances on a variety of televi-

sion shows, including his storytelling and guest hosting on The Tonight Show to name a few. Search “Orson 

Bean” on imdb.com for the incredible number of appearances he made and roles he played, one of which is to 

be released in 2020. (Orson is pictured above receiving Them Thar Hills’ Founder’s Award from Ray Faiola in 2009 

and at the 2014 Hollywood convention with wife Ally Mills and Bob Satterfield.) 

Last November 30, 2019, Laurel 

and Hardy’s co-star from “The 

Big Noise” Doris Merrick died 

at age 100.  

And on March 16, 2020, their 

last female co-star from “Uto-

pia”/”Atoll K” Suzy Delair died 

in Paris at 102.  

https://2020lhconvention.com/
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Symbolism in the SOD Escutcheon? By Tracy M. Tolzmann 

The Block-Heads tent of Saint Paul and Minneapolis, Oasis No. 3, has been displaying a large banner of Al Kil-

gore’s Sons of the Desert escutcheon as a backdrop at our meetings since 1975 (see cover). Over the years, 

many new members have asked about the motto which graces the logo. It is rendered in Latin to help give the 

organization the “half-assed dignity” prescribed by Stan Laurel himself, “Two minds without a single thought.” 

This, of course, is a very apropos play on the phrase “Two minds with but a single thought,” which was the title 

of a book written in 1907 by Danish stage performer Julius Zancig. The book illustrated the psychic relationship 

between Julius and his wife, Agnes, who performed a telepathic mentalist act, touring the world for 30 years 

from the 1880s to 1916. The Zancig’s routine was so refined, it managed to fool many authorities into believing 

they had genuine psychic powers. (In fact, their act was based on a complex secret code used between the cou-

ple.) The phrase became synonymous with another oft quoted expression, “Two hearts beating as one.” 

Stan’s paraphrased motto could not be translated directly to Latin, so plenty of half-assed liberty was taken in 

coming up with something reasonably close. The Latin “Duae tabulae rasae in quibus nihil scriptum est” trans-

lates directly to English as “Two tablet scrapings in which nothing written it is.” (This is often interpreted as “Two 

tablets on which nothing is written.”) 

The Block-Heads’ “colorization” of the SOD logo was done in 2005 and was based on 

the color in the artwork from which Al Kilgore drew his inspiration, the Queen’s Roy-

al Coat of Arms of the United Kingdom. Often called the Royal Arms, the image de-

picted is used only by the Queen in her official capacity as monarch of the UK. There 

are many variations of the work when it is used by other members of the British 

royal family and within the British government (like the Heinz ketchup bottle right). 

To appreciate the genius of Al Kilgore’s work, one must look at the original art for a little comparative study. 

Many elements of the royal arms can be seen in the SOD escutcheon: the lion, unicorn, belt, crown, mottos, cen-

tral symbols, and the greenery. Let’s see how things compare… 

In the royal arms, the crown represents the monarchy. The “passant guardant” crowned lion depicts England 

and might. Passant means standing/walking while guardant means in profile. The similarly-poised unicorn rep-

mailto:itj.inbox@gmail.com
http://intra-tent-journal.weebly.com/
mailto:henrybutch@aol.com
mailto:utopians@sbcglobal.net
mailto:fingrwgl@yahoo.com
mailto:de.coninck.marc@telenet.be
mailto:intratentjournal@yahoo.com
mailto:sons-secretary@comcast.net
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resents Scotland. Legend suggests that a free uni- corn is a dangerous beast, so a chain restrains 

the animal. The quartered images on the shield within the “garter circlet” or belt, re-

veal two quarters featuring three pas- sant guardant lions each symbolizing 

England, with the harp represent- ing Ireland and the rampant 

(standing) lion Scotland. The garter circlet is so named in honor of 

The Most Noble Order of the Garter, a chivalric knighthood 

founded by King Edward III in 1348. 

The heraldic creatures stand on a field of Tudor rose, thistle, 

and Shamrock, representing England, Scotland, and Ireland 

respectively. At the bottom, the motto of the royal family reads 

“Dieu et mon Droit” (God and my Right), while the garter circlet sur-

rounding the center shield reads “Honi soit qui mal y pense” (Shame on he who thinks evil).  

The royal coat of arms may be seen on products that have been granted royal warrants by the Queen, is dis-

played by the Churches of England and Scotland, and is used on official paperwork, passports, and at embassies 

and consulates. 

Now, let’s take a comparative look at the symbolism in the Sons of the Desert’s “Coat of Arms.” The heraldic fig-

ures of a unicorn and crowned lion are not passant, but reclining, perhaps depicting the casual attitude of Stan 

and Ollie. Their recumbent posture and dozing demeanor may also indicate the boys’ character’s dislike for hard 

work. The unicorn is unchained, perhaps representing the unrestrained laughter that Laurel and Hardy purveyed 

to the world. The lion wears a dreamy grin, as does the unicorn, and with “arms” folded comfortably, a picture 

of pure contentment comes to mind, not unlike one that you experience when screening the boys’ films. The 

SOD garter circlet contains the half-assed Latin motto of the Sons as described earlier, while a crown and two 

derbies rest atop the garter, undoubtedly representing the fact that Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy are the true 

Kings of Comedy. 

Within the garter are the bow tie and necktie, whose symbolism is obvious, while the Tragedy and Comedy 

shields on either end of the garter may represent the occasional pathos and constant humor inspired by the im-

ages depicted thereon. The leafy greenery across the bottom of the escutcheon could symbolize the ever-fresh 

enjoyment one gets from watching Laurel and Hardy, and Al Kilgore’s signature at the right signifies pride in an 

artwork that has been loved by Sons of the Desert members ever since the escutcheon was revealed in 1965. 

The Sons of the Desert’s coat of arms is used throughout the international organization, gracing newsletters, 

websites, e-mails, clothing, and myriad other uses. Its wonderful, whimsical twist on the very proper British 

trademark instantly lets the viewer know that the organization it represents is not a totally serious group, and as 

SOD “Founderer” John McCabe said in a toast to Al Kilgore, “… (his) beautiful escutcheon tells the World who we 

are.”  

My interpretation of the Sons escutcheon may be a bit fanciful, but it does offer a feasible explanation for the 

work in comparison to the royal coat of arms that inspired it. As Stan said to Ollie in GOING BYE-BYE! “It could 

happen.”  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dieu_et_mon_Droit
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Stan and American Vaudeville Part 4 
 
Primary references for this part are John McCabe’s “The Comedy World of Stan Laurel” and A. J. Marriott’s “Laurel Stage by Stage.”  

ae Laurel was an important player in Stan’s final vaudeville years and early film endeavors. Born May 
Charlotte Dahlberg in 1888 in Brunswick (near Melbourne), Australia, she learned dancing and in 1906 

married Rupert William Cuthbert. Together they formed a vaudeville team and played across the continent until 
the couple and their son Clifton sailed for America in 1913. She would leave her husband and joined Cissy Hay-
den to become the other half of the Hayden Sisters, crossing paths with one Stanley Jefferson in 1916. 

To say that their relationship was a roller coaster ride might be an understatement, and following them is a 
chore: sometimes their reviews are positive, sometimes they do not appear at all. What is known is that when 
they were hot, the local reporters called them a scream. Mae’s dancing and singing would be singled out, as well 
as Stan’s outrageous comedy. They began by doing “Raffles the Dentist,” another burglar mix-up premise with 
Stan using oversized tools that were mistaken for dental instruments. The climax came when Stan enters “in 
one,” dressed in drag as a grotesque “vamp” (slang for seductive woman). Along the way, Stan gets his wish to 
become part of the motion picture scene in May 1917, when the owner of the Los Angeles Hippodrome refers 
his act to film producer Isadore Bernstein. After seeing the comedian, Stan Jefferson is signed to make the film 
“Nuts in May,” but the contact is not renewed. He does work a little for L-KO/Nestor next, but then the duo goes 
back into vaudeville in early 1918. It is during this time that Mae finds Stan a new last name to replace his “un-
lucky” thirteen letter moniker. He also claimed that fewer letters would also allow for bigger type. Henceforth 
they will be billed as Stan and Mae Laurel. 

Their stage appearances were interrupted in the summer of 1918 when Hal Roach and then Larry Semon gave 
Stan a chance in films. As will be the case, this also means Mae will try to make appearances as well. Stan’s com-
edies are fairly entertaining but exhibit a very different character than he would play opposite Oliver Hardy, one 
more reflective of Stan’s more energetic stage persona.  

Just as Stan seems to have found a place in the movies, fate intervenes, in this 
case in the form of a devastating flu epidemic. Studios were forced to close start-
ing in September 1918, as were vaudeville houses where the disease was ram-
pant. Stan and Mae were able to appear primarily in Kansas, but he was not re-
called by Semon after the quarantine was lifted in November. Was it because 
Semon felt threatened by Stan’s performances or was Mae a hindrance? Regard-
less, they will tread the boards for the next several years. 

Stan and Mae tried a new sketch starting in November 1918: “No Mother to 
Guide Them.” (During its run the newspapers often confused who should be 
guided in the title: them, her, or him? This might be in part because the original 
1905 melodrama Stan used for parody was “No Mother to Guide Her,” and for 
more confusion, in 1919, Ben Turpin made the short “No Mother to Guide Him.”) 
A contemporary cartoon in Stan’s scrapbook shows this sketch mixing the old 
misunderstood burglar bit with an episode of cross-dressing (Stan in the gown 
and Mae with Fin-like moustache, bowler, overcoat and high heels right.) How-
ever, important at this time is the duo’s bookings first on the Pantages circuit. 

At the time there were basically two types of “times,” big and small. This is a misnomer as some prestigious bills 
were on the better small times (most sources say there was no official “medium time”), and to confuse the mat-
ter more, when big timers had a gap in their schedules they might take a small house: it was better to get a little 

M 
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money than no money. Stan and Mae would play in all kinds of theatres across the country, and playing Pan-
tages time was pretty good, because there was a string of houses from Winnipeg to the Northwest Pacific Coast, 
down to southern California and back toward the Mississippi. The bad news was that the pay was not all that 
great. Consequently, they would change to the Loew’s circuit in late February 1920 through the summer. 

At this point the author wishes to take a point of personal privilege. My Masters’ thesis was a history of Akron, 
Ohio’s Colonial Theatre. Built in 1902, it would become a Syndicate house offering legit touring shows with lu-
minaries like W.C. Fields, George M. Cohan and Ethel Barrymore. Akron was a fast-growing city thanks to Henry 
Ford. When he decided to mass produce automobiles, 
Akron’s rubber companies were called upon to equip 
them with tires. And like many such towns, as they grew 
so did the need for entertainment. In 1913, the Colonial 
adopted a vaudeville only format. Stan’s Keystone Trio 
played there February 1915, and now, after a turn in 
Washington, D.C., Stan and Mae would join a fairly pres-
tigious bill there from March 15-20, 1920. 

Headlining was “The Princess of Ragtime” Ruth Roye. At 
the time she was quite popular and even played the pres-
tigious New York Palace. (Search her name on YouTube to 
hear her talent.) A noteworthy “added attraction” was 
Long Tack Sam, a renowned Chinese acrobat, magician 
and comedian who successfully performed for years, in-
cluding at the same Palace. Sandwiched between these 
two popular acts were Stan and Mae, usually listed in the 
advertising after Roye. During the week “No Mother to 
Guide Him” received a little coverage in the newspaper 
for the “ludicrous burlesque in the old style drama” with 
their “travesty” dubbed a “20-minute scream of laughter.” 
During the week, “The comedienne of Syncopation” Roye 
and Sam received the bulk of the copy, while Stan and 
Mae (and the others) saw a polite nod, about a sentence 
apiece. Unlike Pantages time, Lowe’s bills would usually 
then head off in different directions with Roye going to 
Louisville and the Laurels off to London, Ontario. 

After this run ended in late July (Variety reported that it 
was not 60 weeks as had been reported, but a 20 week 
contract with possible renewals), Stan and Mae would 
change to the lowly Poli-Proctor circuit to play in the East for a few months. Back with Pantages in January 1921, 
readers are able to get an idea of Stan and Mae’s relationship. As this circuit kept its bills pretty much together, 
starting in the spring Stan and Mae would work with violinist Jay Rubini and partner Mlle. Diane and “3 Big 
Acts,” until the complete bill was listed in print. By the end of the summer one of the regular acts was George 
Burns with Billy Lorraine before the former paired with Gracie Allen the following year. 

George had worked with many partners in a variety of acts from the child singing Pee-Wee Quartet, a seal act, as 
a Latin dancer named José and now in song and dance mimicking Eddie Cantor and Al Jolson in “The Broadway 
Thieves.” In an interview years later George recalled being on the bill in the latter half of 1921. According to an 
article by Jordan Young in Pratfall (#12, Vol. 1, No. 12, 1975) Burns said that he and “Lorraine were Number 2 on 
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Wanted: 35mm/16m prints 
Of Laurel and Hardy films (features and shorts) 

And original photos of The Boys’ films 
Please contact Jack Delente, 

GS of the Block-Heads tent (Oasis 107) in France 
c/o Jack Delente 

44, rue Gaston Levy 
93270 SEVRAN, FRANCE 

33 1 43.85.97.99 
jdelente.cleth@gmail.com 

 

the bill and Stan and Mae were Number 4.” Stan appeared as 
an old woman, “he cried a lot and got pushed around, taking 
many comedy falls.” Although George was often away when 
they performed, he recalled that they were easily heard 
fighting through the thin walls. “When the dressing room door 
would open they would both be smiling … she had the voice, 
he had the talent.” Their volatile reputation would follow them 
to the point that Stan would have trouble getting and keeping 
jobs in the film industry.       

The usual bill for the last half of 1921 is seen in the Portland 
Pantages ad for 4 September on the left. The troupe would 
travel from Winnipeg to Washington State before heading 
down the Pacific coast. For the final leg, they would come east 
again to Memphis, just after Variety announced that Broncho 
Billy Anderson was returning to the film business and had 
signed Stan to do eight pictures (six were completed). It was 
probably good timing as the Laurels had been slipping in the 
billings and little was written about them in the press. Howev-

er, it was longtime friend Joe Rock who would formulate a plan to send Mae back to Australia and finally set 
Stan on his true film career (see ITJ #43 and #145 for details on Mae Dahlberg – email the ITJ for digital copies). 
Home again in March 1925, she told The Sydney Sun that she was homesick and might return to the stage. Hal 
Roach said in an interview: “Having Mae as a partner limited Stan a great deal” … “(she) would have done well 
as a character woman … but wouldn’t have it.” When she was interviewed by John McCabe her last years, even 
Mae agreed that had she not she nagged Stan so much that she might have stayed with him. 

As for vaudeville, it would soon be in trouble. No one thing killed it but the following gradually contributed to its 
demise: the lengthening of motion pictures, building elaborate movie palaces, talking pictures but the most 
dramatic was the Great Depression. In the darkest days, houses like the famed Palace resorted to movies only in 
1932, but live shows would continue in some form, until its last vaudeville show in 1957. 

New Videos                                                                                                 
“Harry Langdon at Hal Roach: the Talkies 1929-30” is available from Kit Parker (Amazon). “The Definitive Resto-
rations – Laurel and Hardy” can be pre-ordered from Amazon in May and will be released on Stan‟s birthday, 
June 16. Not only does it include the UCLA/Library of Congress high defini-
tion remastered prints, but it also has many extras. Announcing a new Lu-
pino Lane collection that should be ready for delivery in July. Dave Glass 
and Dave Wyatt have undertaken this project through Kickstarter. Found! 
Junko Iio of Japan has located the last reel of the Larry Semon 6 reel fea-
ture, “Stop, Look and Listen” (1926) that features Oliver Hardy in the final 
train scene with Semon. Hopefully we will be able to see this soon  

mailto:jdelente.cleth@gmail.com
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      Tent News                                                  

At the time of this writing, our very responsible columnists projected what might have been for all Sons events this 

spring. However, because of the international health crisis, many have been postponed or cancelled. The ITJ 

hopes that it has accurately reported planned meetings that might have taken place. Unless we know that they 

were cancelled we kept them active. For tent info go to http://intra-tent-journal.weebly.com/ “Articles and Lists.” 

Way Down East by Dean Cartier 
 
Thirty years ago my very first “Way Down East” column appeared in the Spring 1990 issue (#65) of The In-

tra-Tent Journal. (A big thank you to former ITJ editor Scott MacGillivray for asking me to join the staff.) 

Well, those misspent years of my youth are long gone – along with my moustache and much of the hair on 

my head! And now I have decided that it is time for someone else to write about the East Coast tents. Happi-

ly, a stalwart Son and friend, Henry Sorenson, will be taking my place. 

I wish to thank my readers for their support, and mostly positive comments, over the years. And I also thank 

every Son who ever, if even just once, sent in the news that made “Way Down East” possible. I especially 

want to thank those tents that did more than just watch our beloved Laurel & Hardy films. By that I mean 

those who regaled us with reports of star-studded banquets, charity fundraisers, treks to museums and his-

toric sites, fabulous feasts, boat and train excursions, community film screenings at movie houses, costume 

parties, crazy camping trips, performances at libraries and schools, fireworks fiascos, parade and television 

appearances, exploding projectors, every sort of faux pas imaginable – and even some incidents with the 

police! 

All of these kinds of events made my column a ton of fun to write for three wonderful decades. (Thirty years 

and 111 issues! I almost don‟t believe me!) But now I have many other non-Sons things to write about and 

need to move on to them. However, a few ideas for future ITJ articles have been rattling around inside my 

derby, so you may not have heard the last from me. Until then, may the Sons of the Desert and The Intra-

Tent Journal live long and prosper. And may the films of Mr. Stanley Laurel and Mr. Oliver Hardy last for 

eternity. 

Now some news. 

In February, the brothers of New Jersey‟s The Flying Deuces tent returned to “Fritz Cartier‟s 1912 Saloon” 

for their annual “Lasagna Meeting.” And that meant the Deuces were fully satiated with beer, wine and 

homemade lasagna (the latter courtesy of Steve Lipscomb‟s wife, Nina) before a special film treat. And that 

was (drum roll now!) the colorized version of “The Flying Deuces,” never before screened at a Deuces‟ 

gathering. (Colorization brings out certain background items that you do not normally notice, remarked sev-

eral members.) 

You can always count on the Boston Brats tent to screen rare prints and unusual films at its large meetings. 

Scott noted: “The Brats loved Jack Holt in our last serial, “Holt of the Secret Service,” so in April they hoped 

to get an evening of fifth column sabotage with Stan & Ollie in “Air Raid Wardens” and “Bacon Grabbers,” 

plus Jack Holt in “Passport to Alcatraz” (nothing to do to with Alcatraz – but with enemy agents).” 

Many Sons say that their absolute favorite Laurel & Hardy supporting actor has always been James Finlay-

son. No wonder that the Boobs in the Woods tent of Florida paid tribute to “Fin” in February by screening 

his work in “The Soilers,” “Sugar Daddies,” “Men O‟ War” and “Yes, Yes Nanette.” And that even more of 

http://intra-tent-journal.weebly.com/
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Fin‟s films were scheduled to be shown at the Boob‟s April meeting. The oasis recently welcomed two new 

members, Bob and Anne Tyszka. They had previously belonged to the Way Out West tent in Los Angeles. 

According to the Grand Sheik of Florida‟s Going Bye-Bye! tent, Henry Sorenson: “The theme for our Feb-

ruary meeting was simple – movies released in 1931 featuring Hal Roach comedians.” And that resulted in 

the presentation of nine films: “Be Big,” “The Stolen Jools,” “The Pip from Pittsburgh,” “Our Wife,” “Come 

Clean,” “One Good Turn,” “Love Fever,” “On the Loose” and “Beau Hunks.” What a long list! The Going Bye-

Bye oasis must have very comfortable chairs. Or cast-iron derrieres!  

Leave „Em Laughing #211 of Bridgeport, CT held their first meeting for the new year at Jesse Lee Method-

ist Church in Easton, CT on Jan. 12. John DiSarro III and Victoria Kirby, the keepers of the “Leave „Em 

Laughing” tent, became Grand Sheik and vice Grande Sheik in 2013 when Rob Birarelli passed the hat to 

them.  They had a great turnout with thirteen people showing up, starting the hijinks with our planned "cele-

bration" of the cold weather with the Bugs Bunny cartoon “Frozen Hare.”  Wiley E. Coyote and the Road 

Runner followed in “Beep.”  The main feature was “Swiss Miss” and bringing up the rear was “Laughing 

Gravy.”  All had a great time except for the fact that the temperature outside was an unusual 69 degrees. 
(The following clowns, er Sons, were present on Sunday.  Front row left to right:  Donna Santulli, Rose DiSarro, Elizabeth 

Kostreva, and George Hindaberg; back:  Tom Kessel, Dave Howe, Brian Hunt, Joe Swindon, Victoria Kirby, John DiSarro III, 

and Al Ruggiero.  Also present was Lorraine Swindon, who along with her husband Joe, has been indispensable for years in 

that they have cooked, cleaned 

and provided the food for most of 

or meetings.  A splendid time was 

had by all. John DiSarro III and 

Victoria Kirby stand with a new 

banner to replace the old one, 

which we could not find. The art 

work on the banner was originally 

produced by Gregg Hammond, 

who is not a current member.  Bri-

an Hunt was instrumental in help-

ing us get the new banner.  His 

friend Audrey had it printed from a 

photo we provided.)  

And that‟s it. I‟ll see you in the funny papers. 

Finely Formulated Machinations from Europe by Marc De Coninck 
 
As I sit here, at the beginning of March, putting this column together we are experiencing another rainy day 

in Belgium. As a matter of fact we have had the third mildest winter in almost 200 years. Hardly any snow in 

Flanders and almost no frost. If it isn‟t winter in winter you get something else. How about four storms in as 

many weeks with torrential rains and wind gusts of about 100 km. an hour and more (that is 65 mph). 

On top of that the corona virus is spreading in Europe. Italy and Spain are in complete lockdown. In Belgium, 

all schools, restaurants, bars, (movie) theatres and museums are closed for three weeks in order to stop the 

virus from spreading. Also no soccer matches, no cycling, no indoor sports, etc. What is the world coming 

to? That‟s another nice mess we have gotten ourselves into! 
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Luckily we still have one constant in our lives and that is our favourite pair of friends – Stan and Ollie – and 

their enduring influence on our daily lives of which I have listed a few examples below. 

Let us start in the United Kingdom with Charlie Sunda of the Why Girls Love Sailors #365 Tent of 

Brighton & Hove, England. He says: "I and a few friends decided to start this tent so that we could enjoy 

Laurel and Hardy films together and perhaps entice a few innocent by-standers to join us.  Our name nods 

to our nautical location and my fondness for this oblique little film which also lends itself to potentially inter-

esting posters as we advertise our existence!"    

Bill Crouch, on behalf of the Call of the Cuckoos, has been working diligently for several years to have a 

plaque erected to celebrate Stan Laurel‟s short stay in Scotland in the early 1900‟s. Full approval has now 

been given and the plaque will be placed later this year in Rutherglen. Well done, Bill. 

Willie McIntyre reports that founding member of the Bonnie Scotland Tent and writer for Bowler Dessert 

Roy Walton passed away in February. 

www.bowlerdessert.com has a detailed obituary for Roy.  

Unveiled on February 27, another nice accomplishment comes 

from London. The Boys have been honoured as part of an 

eight figure “statue trail” in Leicester Square (from the 

Square’s website right) in a celebration of London's film histo-

ry. The unveiling took place on February 27. The statues look 

absolutely terrific and they are based on the 1929 film Liberty 

in which the boys are having the scare of their lives on a sky-

scraper under construction. That will make an excellent tourist 

attraction, I am sure. 

The Chumps‟ Grand Sheik Mike Jones reports: “We had our February 2020 meeting … and around 30 of 

us laughed through „Putting Pants on Phillip,‟ „Liberty,‟ „Me and My Pal‟ and „Blotto‟ and munched through a 

splendid Chilli served up by our venue. Or at least I am led to believe it was splendid, for as usual, your illus-

trious Grand Sheik was too busy to partake until it was all gone.” Vice Sheik Peter Jones has noted that 

Talking Pictures Channel (Sky 328) has been pretty poor in showing The Boys lately but “fan ma brow they 

have come up trumps for once,” showing “The Lucky Dog” starting 1st March. Five members of the Chumps 

met with the Hog Wild Tent and visited Bishop Auckland on February 23 to commemorate the 55th anniver-

sary of the day Stan left the world he loved. 

More from Mike: “King James I School where a young Stan attended will be developed to become flats and 

bungalows. The listed building, in South Church Road, known as the Laurel Building, has been empty since 

2000 and in 2007 was gutted by fire. Great news, and wouldn't it be great if the original plaque recognising 

Stan's attendance which is now held by the Hog Wild tent of Bishop Auckland could be replaced. Better still, 

'Laurel Court' / 'Place' / Square' etc. have a nice ring to them...” 

John Burton reports: “It hasn't been the best start to 2020 for the Brats Tent. Grand Vizier Mark Johnson 

had to go into the hospital for a pre-planned operation but he woke up to find that he had received a different 

operation; however, he is recuperating well at home.” Then Grand Sheik Kevin 'Heppy' Hepplestone was 

rushed to the same hospital after being taken ill. Thankfully Heppy is looking and feeling much better than 

he was when he was admitted. Released from hospital, he was relieved and looking forward to recuperating 

at home - I'm guessing that the hospital was relieved too. He is now on a strict diet of hard boiled eggs and 

nuts and an occasional demi-tasse in a big cup.  

http://www.bowlerdessert.com/?fbclid=IwAR1lkwTiviMwo0KWCRVkE8AJQsN49Aw6Fe4UOfkiffDM3l__MlbTQdWfKWM
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Cheers to Wolfgang and Vera Günther for 30 years at their Laurel and Hardy Museum in Solingen. 

Giancarlo Manfredini is the bearer of great news from Italy: “A photograph that pictures Alberto Sordi to-

gether with Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy has come back to light. Cut out and pasted into one of the albums 

kept by famed international film actor Sordi. Alberto Anile, film critic and historian, found it again and has 

included it in his new book entitled simply ''Alberto Sordi.'' The photograph (left) was taken on an advertising 

tour to launch “Atoll K” on the evening of June 25, 1950, at Villa Aldobrandini, when the Roman actor met 

Stan & Babe. Laurel & Hardy performed in 

front of thousands of children who came from 

all over Rome while their film voice actors, 

Sordi or Hardy-Ollio (since 1938) and Mauro 

Zambuto as Laurel-Stanlio, gave their voices 

while hidden behind a curtain. After the per-

formance, Sordi went out on the stage to say a 

few words, and it was at that moment that the 

photo was taken; after dinner Sordi and The 

Boys exchanged impressions on the world of 

cinema. The evening is reconstructed by Anile 

in his book, a biography that investigates the 

most fascinating and least known moments of 

Sordi‟s career. 

The arrival of Stanlio and Ollio in Rome was widely documented in photos but no pictures of the evening 

were known to exist; the Roman actor, however, had the foresight to keep one, testifying to an affection for 

the pair of comedians who went well beyond a profitable professional opportunity. ''For me, seeing them, 

knowing them, was an immense emotion, I felt I was a child again,'' said the actor years later. 

From Alessandro Santi of Teste Dure #258 (Hard Heads!) of Italy comes the bad news that they have had 

to postpone their March meeting in Prato because of the corona virus, but plans are still underway for the 

European convention in Italy 2021, including trips in Florence and Prato. 

Over to Holland now despite the fact that the 

Dutch government wants to get rid of that name if 

you speak of the whole country. They want to be 

called The Netherlands and nothing else. What-

ever! The Jitterbugs Tent of Bergen op Zoom 

has started registration for this year‟s Laurel & 

Hardy Sondayz, "the annual Dutch L & H conven-

tion" which takes place on October 24-25. “Once again we are trying to give you the best your money can 

buy!” says their Grand Sheik Hans van Terheijden “With 30 years of Jitterbugs Tent, and the 5th edition of 

the Sondayz in the year that Stan and Babe made their first movie together a century ago, we call on all 

cowboys, cowgirls, red Indians and rednecks to join us for this WAY, WAY, WAY OUT WEST style party in 

the South West of the Netherlands!” Or Holland, as I still call it. It is hard to change a habit that has lasted so 

long. Search for the Facebook page Laurel & Hardy Sonday (yes, no “z” here) for more information. 

And to end this column Nico Cartenstadt‟s Bogus Bandits in Belgium hoped for a special performance by 

a German pianist to accompany four of the Boys' best silent films live on the organ in the Sacred Heart 

Church in Diepenbeek. Sadly, this is one of many Sons‟ events to be cancelled because of the corona virus. 
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Nico continues: “Our first members' meeting of 2020 will take place on Friday evening 22 May at a NEW lo-

cation. It will be a special edition, because we celebrate a double birthday: Stan Laurel‟s 130th and the 40th 

of your Grand Sheik. For the occasion we move to a very atmospheric location, The Lederhose Inn in 

Diepenbeek, where you will immediately be immersed in the Austrian Gemütlichkeit (that‟s “comfort” in Eng-

lish). The theme of this meeting is 'Fun on the Tyrol,' Of course, the film Swiss Miss should not be missing 

from the program. Wearing appropriate clothing (Lederhosen and Dirndls) is highly appreciated.” 

That‟s it. There isn‟t anymore. That‟s my story and I am stuck with it. Until next time. 

BS: In case you are wondering, Belgium still has no federal government since the elections of May 26, 2019. 

That‟s another nice mess our politicians have gotten us into! 

Uncoasted As We Are by Flip Lauer  
 
GS Dave Kirwan, VS Roger Krob, GV Liz Palkovich, & Busy Bodies Oasis 

#60 Superior, WI & Duluth, MN (Facebook). January 4 was “Crazy Kilt & Dou-

bles Scotch Month” at the American Legion Post #71 in Duluth with 80 Kilters 

viewing Stan feeling a draft in “Putting Pants On Philip” & “Bonnie Scotland.” A 

huge success with over 80 who were “Still Alive at 35” at the Moose Lodge 

#606 in Superior on Feb. 8 with their 35th “university” banquet. Shown were 

“Twice Two,” “Tit For Tat,” “Hog Wild” (the car used is in the Peterson Auto 

Museum in Los Angeles), solo clips of two shorts “Battle Royal” (Babe Solo) 

and “Cuffs And Collars” (Stan solo).  The cake featured artwork (right) by Jeff 

Missinne & Dave Kirwan to celebrate their 35
th

 anniversary. Additional 

thanks go to Cora Krob, Barb Dembroski, Larry Midbon, Bill Ward, Dan 

Krusz, Adele Krusz, Art Petrey & Denny Palkovich. Our underachievers were way over their heads at the 

“Failing While Sailing” evening, dropping anchor at the Legion March 7 in shipshape and Bristol fashion. 70 

Bodies battened down the hatches with “Saps At Sea,” “Why Girls Love Sailors” & “Lambchops” 

(Burns/Allen). It‟s with sadness to report that Gladys “Gibbie” E. Krob passed away Jan. 10 at the age of 

86, as well as longtime member Donna Fae O‟Neill Feb 15 at the 

age of 87.  

GS Paul MacLachlan, VS Jim Dallape and The Dancing Cuck-

oos Oasis #2 Metro Detroit Sons of the Desert (Facebook) 

gathered in Nov. 2019 to present their own ambassador of 

goodwill and former GS, Marshall Korby with the first ever 

Dancing Cuckoos Lifetime Membership Award for his 50 plus 

years of outstanding service to the Cuckoos. (right). The Jan. 

meeting featured 80 Cuckoos viewing “Wrong Again,” “Lucky 

Dog” and the restored version of “Battle of the Century.” Paul 

opened the meeting with his usual sophistication, elegance, and 

dignity. Special thanks to Richard Fronczak, Larry Bohannon, 

Julianne Bjarnesen, and Marshall Korby for their generous raffle 

prize contributions. They were honored that 97 year young fan 

Don Folsom chose to drop in for the festivities. Please welcome 

newest members Lindsay Robillard & Ian Gleespen and Cuck-

oo friend from the Senate Theater John Shetler. Patrick Picking led the Cuckoo toasts in Nov. Former 

“Brat” Jacob Ferrell was gracious enough to offer up the toasts for the Jan. meeting. Larry “The T-Shirt 
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Guy” Bohannon is responsible for expertly refining the classic Cuckoos logo and adapting it to fit on the 

drink coasters that will fill the Providence convention goodie bags (picture on back page).  

GS Tracy Tolzmann of St. Paul-Minneapolis & Block-Heads Oasis #3 

(Facebook) went with the Wanted Dead or Alive theme on Jan. 6 at the 

New Brighton Eagles Club with Sharkey Nye (alias Babe Hardy) in his 

solo claim jumping silent feature “No Man‟s Law,” co-starring Rex the 

Wonder Horse. 75 Block-Heads also saw shorts of law and order includ-

ing “Duck Soup,” “Night Owls” and “Going Bye-Bye.” Their “Movies Only” 

meeting (no meals) on Feb.3 was a success with 49 viewing “A Chump at 

Oxford.” “Flying Elephants” and “You 

Can‟t Cheat An Honest Man” (Fields). 

The 54
th
 Anniversary, with congratula-

tions from authors Randy Skretvedt 

and former GS Dick Bann was celebrated by 95 with business and trivia 

prizes at Tinucci‟s Restaurant. (This restaurant was in “Fargo”; the film 

that also mentions Block-Heads founder Bill Diehl.) A special “live” 

presentation of “Letters From Stan” featured correspondence that Stan 

had with tent members Steven Ruce, Dean Kaner, Scott Thomsen 

(recalling with great emotion his calls & letters in the picture above right), 

Bob Rosenberg, and Steve Andersen (writing how Don Marlowe un-

scrupulously used Stan‟s telephone interview on his TV show). The “Let-

ters” theme continued with “Laughing Gravy” (3 reels with the foreign 

footage “inheritance letter”), “Oliver the Eighth,” “Love Business” (OG) and “All Wet” (Chase silent). Vicki 

Schraber brought Ruth Knelman who is the oldest Minnesotan...she turns 110 (picture above left with Hel-

en Diehl). They are saddened by the loss of Arthur “Skip” Hassel on Nov. 1.  

Until Now! GS Rick Lindner‟s Perfect Day Oasis #42 Columbus, OH brought their hacksaws in March and 

escaped from daily life to the Stone Oak Retirement Community with projectionist Mark Turner‟s ”Incarcera-

tion” theme featuring “Pardon Us.” It was “Under the Big Top” on April 23 with “The Chimp.” 

GS Jeff Suess & The Chimp Tent Oasis #279 Cincinnati, OH www.chimptent.com 

(Facebook) turned back the clock to 1930 and rang in the new decade showing films 

from that bygone year, including "Another Fine Mess,” "Brats" and "Hog Wild."  

GS Savannah Furman's St. Louis Babes in Toyland Oasis # 44 

www.stlouislaurelandhardy.org enjoyed "the meal that wasn't" in March with “Block-

Heads.” In April “Dirty Work” and “The Chimp” kept them in giggles. In classic Sons' 

mode, Babes member Rick Vaughn (right) uses a lady‟s scarf to raise aloft the speak-

er, their usual beer barrel stand having mysteriously disappeared. WWII veteran Sam 

Sutton is in a nursing home and would appreciate any cards you might want to mail. 

He served in the Special Services during WWII and met many of our favorite movie 

stars of the 1940s. His address is: Avalon Gardens, 11359 Taft Avenue, St. Louis, MO 

63116.” 

GS Mark Yurkiw & the Bacon Grabbers Oasis # 10 Chicago, America (Facebook) 

had a nice Roaring 20s speakeasy-style 50
th
 anniversary Dec. 14 at the 1926 theatre Arcada in St. Charles, 

IL (photo on back page). They saluted Anita Garvin on Feb. 22 with “Sailors, Beware,” “From Soup to Nuts,” 

“Whispering Whoopee” (Chase), “Be Big,” “Show Business” (Todd/Pitts) and “A Chump at Oxford” which has 

http://www.chimptent.com/
http://stlouislaurelandhardy.org/
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the added remake of “From Soup to Nuts”. Also shown was “Just Talkin,‟” a 30 minute 2019 documentary.by 

Jason Rimkus made during their 50
th
 anniversary, featuring GS Mark Yurkiw, former GS Rich Kaplan, 

Gary Cohen, Rob Birarelli, Mathew C. Hoffman, Jay Warren, ITJ editor Bill Oates and Ron Onesti. In 

addition, they viewed “1980 Anita Garvin Stanley Interview,” a student film by Gary Cohen which opens with 

T. Marvin Hatley playing the piano.  

The Another Fine Mess Tent of Northwest Indi-

ana celebrated its first anniversary by moving to a 

new larger meeting place, the Munster IN library 

community room every other Monday.  The rea-

son for the move was to allow for membership 

expansion. New officers were also elected: Grand 

Sheik, James Blair; Vice Grand Sheik, Roger 

Huntington; Sub Vice Sheik Jim Morrison; 

Grand Vizier, Richard Balczo, and Tent Advisor, 

Donald Kopenec. The April 6 meeting (starting at 

1pm) will have a showing of "Swiss Miss" and a 

super 8 sound short that highlights L&H's Musical 

Moments.  With 19 members, the tent has invited 

the Northwest Indiana community to join the 

members in honoring Stan and Ollie by appreciat-

ing the humor of the duo and laughing up a storm!  Further, a large display of Laurel and Hardy memorabilia 

and figures fills the main library showcase for the Month of March. 

My Cleveland, OH Big Business Oasis #16 continues in its 47
th
 year cheering on L&H (photo back page). 

For regular happenings in L&H world sign up for emails at LaurelandHardyNews@YahooGroups.com. 

From the Western Front by Gary Cohen 

Starting out the New Year on January 14th by celebrating the 128th birthday of Oliver Norvell Hardy, 

the Way Out West Tent served free birthday cake between screenings of Laurel and Hardy shorts. Of spe-

cial interest were the duel screenings of “Chickens Come Home” and its Spanish counterpart “Politiquerias.” 

A special thank you to WOW members Frank Salzberg for his generous donation of stamps for newsletter 

mailings and Victor D‟ Agostino for his cash donation for the tent newsletter (Brushwood Gulch Gazette) 

mailings. The tent raised $200 from a past raffle for the UCLA L&H Preservation Fund. This sounds like a 

great idea for all tents to do. 

Welcome Paul Castiglia and the Saps at Sea #366 in El Segundo, California. The tent has great plans but 

must put them on hold for now, so search their Facebook page under Paul‟s name for updates. 

The February 13th Hollywood Party Tent meeting was a tribute to the Academy Awards. They screened 

some of the films that the Hal Roach Studios made that were either nominated or won Oscars. In addition to 

“Tit For Tat” and “Bored Of Education” (both nominated for Best Live Action Short), films screened were the 

1963 winner “The Critic” by Mel Brooks and, of course, the first winner in this category, "The Music Box" 

(1932). A special surprise awaited attendees as Lilyan Irene's family made an appearance. Ms. Irene plays 

the nursemaid in “The Music Box” who gets kicked "right in the middle of her daily duties." Granddaughter 

Patricia Hollow told stories of her grandmother and her career on stage and in films. In addition, Marvin 

Hatley's granddaughter, Julie Chandler, and Billy Gilbert's great nephew Bryan Cooper were on hand to 

mailto:LaurelandHardyNews@YahooGroups.com
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give the evening a real Hal Roach family reunion feel. To round out the night, clips from many past Academy 

Award shows were screened, including Danny Kaye accepting Stan Laurel's honorary Oscar in 1961. 

Grand Sheik Stan Taffel always has his finger on the pulse of fantastic film news and shares many of his 

finds at tent meetings, including the recently discovered sound footage of Laurel and Hardy filmed for the 

1930 Paris convention announcing their multi language series of shorts. This program could‟ve lasted all day 

long. An example of Stan's rare collection from the world of Laurel and Hardy is the only 78 record The Boys 

made for Columbia in 1932 see https://www.facebook.com/hollywoodparty240/videos/683808801665441/. 

Also a video of the wooden soldiers from “Babes In Toyland” seen on Antiques Roadshow was also shown. 

Brought home by Lewis French from the Hal Roach Studios they are now a part of his heirs‟ collection. The 

video can be seen on the same Hollywood Party Facebook page at the posting for February 17. 

This huge night at The Hollywood Party tent ended with the viewing of the com-

plete second reel of "Battle of the Century," a third public showing of Jon 

Mirsalis' 16mm print down from the original lost nitrate (Stan and Jon right). Jon 

also played live piano music for all of the night‟s films that he provided. Also 

Stan revealed wax figures of the boys that resided in the Peterson Auto Museum 

that will now be part of the Hollywood Heritage museum. Members also got the 

see some of the new print restoration going on of the Laurel and Hardy shorts 

that will be showing at the Arrow and the Egyptian in May of this year. Just stun-

ning work. All this and cookies from Rita Crandall. What's not to like?!  

From Them Thar Hills #359 GS Steve Garner (insert) re-

ports, “Hi guys, here are some pictures of our new group in 

Cottonwood AZ.” Thanks from “the main honcho and bird-

bath attendant. Oh yeah, we have 12 or 13 members in all 

in the second meeting. Not bad, eh?” 

45 Minutes from Hollywood‟s December meeting was 

the first one held in the in the main branch of the San 

Bernardino Public Library. “Big Business” and “Babes in 

Toyland” were shown.  Sheppard Blumenthal won a Laurel 

and a Hardy statue in the free door prize. Hopefully, their 

next meeting will be April 28th. 

The Saps At Sea Tent of San Diego screened a Laurel and Har-

dy Rarities Night: Laurel and Hardy and their imitators, Stan and 

Babe during their historic British tour, a special segment from “An-

other Nice Mess” (1972) starring Rich Little as Oliver Hardy 

and Herb Voland, rare commercials (Chuck McCann & Jim 

McGeorge), and coming attractions, including the boys in ani-

mated form. By the way, if any tent would like to be part of a 

Sunday-style comic strip or a personalized comic strip by the 

professional designer of the tent logo right, contact Jorge 

Pacheco 619-985-8680 www.pachecotoons.com for more infor-

mation. 

Utopians – From Delaware: the Rehoboth Beach Film festival featured Laurel and Hardy last October.  

https://www.facebook.com/hollywoodparty240/videos/683808801665441/
https://www.facebook.com/rita.crandall.5?__tn__=KH-R&eid=ARDTtWJbmfn-zUm5M2hpTY0GC0nwEqljTBeHevpPWBP4h49MRdVRtV46lUgb8z_3KxzAN0QzmRww4noo&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDODu_4odJcrYG3Ufe59EvnEjqKzH_rv8-Pb7UgVR-nBqJbKLVuuD80oO3WRBZQ1PamuIw52KmLyQ8E3sgE_tjKe3JW_k8WtViLy8l36WLrFR9U4C3B8EUjKNpbKfYqA0NHBOdrvrK7rIKG8BhLWTCrOxO7EBpRfpYXF5JAvs3t0ECLjak1Om1B9123h7SHcuzPg3BWGBJ8f43VtkGgULDCjB8TkT3KVx4AB0xl5RJQLdNYrasFqL2PWtgjPFTy0DyqTohsO4KgQVtbuZW43e_MTwkzLtr-Ku6O-xceLCI5B8E_QnHaKpjEF_c_IkiStIaNw4-G-YGmoN5mbKYSWXq5DQ
http://www.pachecotoons.com/
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Clockwise from top center: the new goodie bag 
coaster from the Dancing Cuckoos; Orson 

Bean’s 1971 self-reflection book;  Nick Santa 
Maria with Orson and Ally; the Chicago Bacon 

Grabber’s official 50
th
 anniversary picture by Ma-

ria Melnyk; and Cleveland’s Big Business brood 
(back row Bob White, Paul MacLachlan, VS Ei-

leen Levy, Don Ehrlich, John Richards, Kim 
Ehrlich, Terry and Diana Planton; center row 

Gary Berman, Slicker Bigley, Lois and Dennis 
Moriarty, Marv Grossman, Mike Glazer and 

front and center GS Flip Lauer).  


